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Problem: New data has not be processed to be reflected in feature values    

What causes features (or data) to be stale? 

1. Computational Bottlenecks 

2. Data Movement Bottlenecks 

Problem: Data is slow and expensive to replicate    

ralf: Optimizing computation for fresher features  

Skyplane: Optimizing data movement for faster, 
cheaper data replication  
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Skyplane: Fast, Cheap Cloud Data Replication 

Models may need to access data 
located on different clouds and regions. 

Data may need to be delivered to applications on 
different cloud regions or providers.

For many applications, data movement is the bottleneck (not compute) - 
e.g. for feature publishing and serving. 



SLOW

Direct transfer is slow
Moving a 70GB dataset between regions (single cloud) or providers (multi-cloud)



1. Slow transfers = stale data

70GiB dataset at 21MiB/s = 1 hour

2. High egress fees = $$$
Cost to move 70GB dataset

=
Running 34 instances

(m5.xlarge)



Why do slow transfers matter?
Slow transfers = worse accuracy

ETA 
prediction



Skyplane is a system for fast, low-cost transfers between object stores.

skyplane cp {s3,gs,az}://... {s3,gs,az}://...

How does it work?

1. Faster networking:

Control network route (overlay network)

Striping over parallel VMs

2. Lower egress cost:

Compression + bandwidth tiering

Problem: Managing data across regions and across clouds is slow and expensive

Up to 113x faster
within single cloud

Up to 267x faster
between clouds

Up to 3.8x cheaper

🔥
💰
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What is Skyplane?Open source project!

$ pip install skyplane

skyplane.org



Direct internet path between clouds are often slow
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Reasons for slow transfers
1. Congestion along direct path

2. Poor peering between providers
3. Packet loss from the physical layer
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Direct internet path between clouds are often slow

2.7 gbps
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Overlay routing allows circumventing slow links

4.7 gbps 4.4 gbps
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Striping transfers large files across parallel VMs

2.7 gbps => 17.6 gbps
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Low cost: Compression to reduce egress cost



All together: transfer datasets in minutes with Skyplane
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2.5 hours => 1.5 mins

Full benchmarks online at https://skyplane.org/en/latest/benchmark.html

Workload: 1x 64GB file
Source: AWS ap-southeast-2
Destination: AWS eu-west-3
# of VMs: 8

https://skyplane.org/en/latest/benchmark.html
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Low cost: up to 3.8x cheaper for compressible data

$4.47 => $1.17
Workload: 228GB Wikipedia dump
Source: AWS us-east-1
Destination: AWS us-west-2
# of VMs: 8
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All techniques explained in our NSDI 2023 paper



Thank you! 

Contact: wooders@berkeley.edu

ralf: https://github.com/feature-store/ralf

Skyplane:  

$ pip install skyplane
$ skyplane init
$ skyplane cp -r s3://… gcs://… skyplane.org

mailto:wooders@berkeley.edu
https://github.com/feature-store/ralf

